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WELCOME
Today: Think Smart!

➢ Metacognitive thinking, before 
during and after

➢Lesson Design that Engages the 
Brain

WWW.KATHLEENKRYZA.COM
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Mindful Breathing

WWW.KATHLEENKRYZA.COM

Knowing or 
Thinking?

Germinate: to become a naturalized German.

Momentum: What you give a person when they 
are going away.

Syntax is all the money collected at the church 
from sinners.

Vacuum: A large, empty space where the pope 
lives.
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Knowing or 
Thinking? 

• In Olympic games the Greeks ran races, 
jumped, hurled the biscuits and threw 
the java.

• A vibration is a movement that can not 
make up its mind which way it wants to 
go.

• A census taker is a man who goes from 
house to house increasing the 
population.

Routines & 
Procedures
•Mindful Moments/

•Brain Breaks

•Chat

•Reactions

•Journaling

WWW.KATHLEENKRYZA.COM
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Where in the 
Great State of
New York do 
you Reside?

DAY 2

Keeping 
Executive 
Function 
Functioning!
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How do I get kids to “think 
positive, act smart?”

Designing metacognitive lessons

Before Learning: Preparing to Learn

During Learning: Monitoring and Adjusting

After Learning:  Self-assessment and self-reflection

Take Away Tips

Conclusions
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A Deeper View of Executive Function 
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But gears are 
misleading, a flow 

chart is more accurate

Novel 

Task

Well Learned 

Task

Over time and with experience

Maximum Use

Minimum Use

Role of SkillsRole of EF

How you do what you decide to do which 
demands…Especially in NOVEL situations

Knowledge 
or skills 

Executive 
Function
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Use EF to overcome 
challenges

Students need to know themselves:
Be Intentional and Transparent?

➢The human brain responds 
to knowing WHY.

➢Teach WITH your students, 
not at them.

➢Teaching kids HOW to learn 
is as important as teaching 
them what to learn.

Why do I have to learn?
Why can’t I stay the way
I am?  What’s the point
Of this? Why do things
have to be this way? Why
Can’t things be different?
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Observable Behaviors Associated with
Effective EF in Children

➢ Listens closely to instructions

➢ Concentrates well

➢ Pays attention to details

➢ Pays attention during a 
boring task

➢Organizes tasks well

➢Works well and is persistent

13

➢ Thinks through decisions

➢Uses good strategies when 
doing work and plans ahead

➢Appears motivated

➢Has good self-control

➢Manages several tasks at once

➢ Sees failures as opportunities 
to learn

Note: These behaviors are similar to those on the CEFI (Naglieri & Goldstein, 2010). 

EF in the Classroom: Lesson Plans are Free

www.efintheclassroom.net

➢Lesson Plans for…
▪ Sustained Attention

▪ Emotional Control

▪ Cognitive Flexibility

▪ Response Inhibition

▪ Task Initiation

▪ Organization

▪ Planning

▪ Response Inhibition

▪ Working Memory

▪ Goal Directed Persistence
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Flash Mob: Antwerp train Station (2009)

Planning Lesson & Student Responses

Q 1: What would you have to plan?
▪ They had to learn the dance steps 

(knowledge)
▪ Someone had to start dancing 

(initiation)

Q2: What are the parts of a good 
plan? 
▪ Think of possible problems 

(strategy generation)
▪ Organize the dance (organization)

16
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Planning Lesson & Student Responses
Q3: How do you know if a plan is any 
good?  
▪ Put the plan in action and see if it 

works (self-monitoring)
▪ Give it a try (perhaps learn by 

failing)

Q4: What should you do if a plan isn’t 
working?

1.Fix it. (self-correction)
2.Go home! (a bad plan)

17

Planning Lesson & Student Responses

Q5: How do you use planning in 
this class?

1.We don’t plan in this class
2.Mrs. X does all the planning in this 

class so you don’t have to think 
about planning

To encourage EF we have 
to stress thinking about 
how to do what you
decide to do …THINK out 
of the box

18
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www.kathleenkryza.com
look for my Newsletter 

on Metacognition

20

Metacognition 
definition

How will 
metacognition 
help you 
become a 
better learner? 

19
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Think SMART!

Stop and THINK 

Make a PLAN

Take Action!

Review/Reflect/Revise

Ta da! (or) Try Again
Developed by Naglieri and Kryza, 2014

Pg. 21

Winning Formula for Success!

Mindsets

Skill Sets*

RESULTS!

+

=
* Times Relevance!

(MS + SS)R = Results

21
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Planning Facilitation = Metacognition
(Read “How People Learn” for more…)

➢ METACOGNITION consists 
of three basic elements:

➢ BEFORE:
▪ Developing a plan of 

action

➢DURING
▪ Maintaining / monitoring 

the plan

➢AFTER
▪ Evaluating the plan

The more students are aware 
of their thinking processes as 
they learn, the more they can 
control such matters as goals, 
dispositions, and attention. 
Self-awareness promotes 
self-regulation

Let’s Try: Academic Metacognition

➢I’ll give you some examples and you tell 
me if this person is THINKING SMART or 
NOT.

➢Scott tried once, but couldn’t do his 
math homework, so he watched T.V. 

➢Was he THINKING SMART?

➢Let’s help Scott THINK SMART

23
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WANT KIDS TO THINK SMART?
Ask Questions, Don’t Tell

25

➢ Kathleen, do this, do that, 
this way... with the sails, the 
anchor, the helm, the lines

➢ Kathleen, what do you think you 
should do now? What would do 
differently next time? 

Reframe your Telling to Asking…

➢ This is what you need to do…

▪How could you do/approach this task?

➢ You’re stuck.  Let me help you.

▪What options do you have for getting unstuck?

➢Here’s your grade for the test.

▪ Look over your test.  What did you do to study that 
worked?  What you would do differently next time?
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LET’S TAKE A BRAIN BREAK!

The brain needs time to process!

❖Stretch

❖Cross Laterals

❖Walk and Talk

❖Energizers

❖Relaxers

WWW.KATHLEENKRYZA.COM
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BEFORE:

➢ Realistic routines
▪ Kids make their own routines– elementary chart, 

secondary they create.

➢Materials and Location for Learning 
▪ What and Where and WHY

➢Students are part of what happens at 
the beginning of class.
▪ Zoom or Google Hangout:

◦ Break out groups, solve warm up problems on 
the Zoom white board. Journal, funny

30
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Metacognitive Lesson Planning
➢CHUNK: Teach 10-15 minutes of new content. 

➢CHEW:  Students process the new content
▪ Multi-modal 

▪ High Level Thinking/Planning

➢CHECK:  Show what you know…
▪ Formative Assessment – Student/Teacher

▪ Summative Assessment – Test or Project

31

MBRITTINGHAM.COM KATHLEENKRYZA.COM

For every 10 minutes you 
teach something new, the 

brain needs one or two 
minutes to chew!

(approximately)

Chunk, Chew and 
Check – that’s how the 

brain learns best!

31
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Think Series of 
Chunks and 

Chew Before 
Checks 

(Formative or 
Summative)

Chunk 1 Teacher gives students circle graph cut-outs to explore.

Chew 1 Students discuss what they notice with turn and talk 
partners: How would a mathematician use these circles?

Chunk 2 Teacher explains how the graphs represent fractions.

Chew 2 Students do a problem from the book with table 
partners.

Formative Check: Teacher walks around to observe if students 
are able to do the work.

Chunk 3 Teacher explains how % is represented as a circle 
graph.

Chew 3 Students try a problem on their own and check with 
partners for inconsistencies or errors.

Check Homework from the book.

WWW.KATHLEENKRYZA.COM

CHUNK (Input)

34

NewsELA: Leveled Readings 
Secondary

Epic Books Digital Library for 
Elementary

BrainPop Video Library: K-3, 4-8, ELL

.
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During:
Making Sense

Think 
Alouds

36
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RESIST: Teach About Interacting vs. Distracting Voice

➢Interacting voice:  The voice inside the reader’s head that 
pays attention by making connections, asking questions, 
identifying confusions, agreeing and disagrees with ideas.  
This voice deepens the reader’s understanding of the text. 

➢Distracting voice:  The voice inside the reader’s head that 
pulls him away from the meaning of the text.  It begins a 
conversation with the reading but gets distracted by a 
connection, a question, or an idea.  Soon the reader 
begins to think about something unrelated to the text.

Read the question 

(Carefully)

Underline Important 

Words

Draw the problem

You choose the math 

action needed

Solve and check your 

answer

38

RUDY’S:Math Problem 

Solving Strategy

Survey the question

Identify key words and 

labels

Graphically draw the 

problem

Note operation(s) 

needed

Solve and check 

problem

Developed by Watanabe, 1991

SIGNS:A Strategy for 

Solving Word Problems

Rudy the 
Rabbit says, 
“You have 
to have a 
PLAN!”
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How to Make Mashed Potatoes

By Chase

Eating mushy mashed Potatoes is my favorite thing 

to do.  The best thing is that they are easy to make.

First you get out the potatoes.  Then you peel the 

skin off the potatoes and put them in a pan with water.  

After you are done boiling the potatoes, then drain the 

potatoes and put them back in the pan.  Now put butter 

and milk on them.  Then you mash the potatoes.  When 

you are done, you serve the potatoes.  Then you eat 

them.

So go home and make your self some mashed 

potatoes.  Follow the instructions I told you and they’ll 

turn out just fine.

Example of good writing

CHEW (Process)

42

Zoom:  Interactive White Boards, Chat and 
Breakout Groups for thinking together. 

EdPuzzle: Post videos (yours or others), check to 
see if kids are watching and if they’re 
understanding the content.

StoryBird:  Digital student created writing. 
PreSchool – 12. 

Voicethread: student presentations, 
conversational practice

41
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After:
Three Finger Self-
Assessment
How much do you have students involved 
in self-assessing in your classroom?

Self Assessment

43
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Student Reflection 
Exit Cards

• What was your mindset today?
• Was it helpful or harmful?

• What strategies did you use during 
learning?

• Did they work for you?

• What would you need to do differently next 
time?

45

CHECK (Output)

46

Zoom or Polls Everywhere: Insert 
assessment polls into your lessons

EdPuzzle: Check to see if students are 
understanding the content.

Kahoot: Fun quizzing, productive 
formative assessment and student 
reflection if implemented effectively.

45
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Dennis, 16,  On 
Metacognition

47

What’s metacognition?

It’s the recognition,

Of how my brain works,

Understanding my learning quirks.

It means I’ve got to have a plan

And more important, think, “I can!”

Before, during, after, that’s the trick

Metacognition means that learning sticks.

When I have a plan, I’m a stronger reader

This can help me become a real leader!

So I’ll practice my skills each and every day.

Metacognition will take me all the way!

Using effective EF to overcome a 
neurocognitive processing disorder

(Think Smart!)

48
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Ben: A Student with Dyslexia

60

70

80

90

100

110

120

Scores (Mn = 100, SD = 15)

EF is good but he isn’t 
using this ability to 
solve problems

➢A 3rd grade student who is
▪ fits in well socially at school 

▪ good at turning in his work on 
time

▪ liked by his teachers 

▪ popular with his peers

▪ Worked hard (but got poor 
grades)

Ben’s School Behaviors

➢Ben has trouble
▪ following verbal directions
▪ expressing his ideas in a logical 

order
▪ remembering the order of events 

provided in a paragraph
▪ with basic math facts
▪ remembering phone numbers 

and the combination for the lock 
on his bike

▪ findings words in a dictionary

49
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Ben’s SLD: Discrepancy Consistency Method

➢ Discrepancy between 
high and low 
processing  scores

➢ Discrepancy between 
high processing  and 
low achievement

➢ Consistency between 
low processing and 
low achievement

Significant 
Discrepancy

Significant 
Discrepancy

Consistent 
Scores

LOW SCORES
Math Calculation, Math 
Reasoning  & Reading 

Decoding

LOW SCORES
CAS2: 

Successive

HIGH SCORES
Simultaneous 

Planning
Attention

Significant 
Discrepancy

Teach Children about their 
Abilities
➢Helping Children Learn

Intervention Handouts for Use in School 
and at Home, Second Edition (Naglieri, & 
Pickering, 2011)

➢ Spanish handouts by Tulio Otero & Mary 
Moreno
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How to Use Ben’s EF Strength

Explicitly teach him about his strength in EF (Planning) 
and why it is so important

Use Ben’s EF Strength to Overcome Weakness

Teach him to recognize sequences

53
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Solutions for Ben- Use EF 

Teach him to use strategies

WWW.KATHLEENKRYZA.COM                                           © 2020 
KATHLEEN KRYZA'S INFINITE HORIZONS
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Tips and Takeaways
➢ Teach intentionally and transparently. (kids are more 

likely to go there with you when they know WHY?)

➢ Encourage student to ask their own questions 
BEFORE, DURING, and AFTER learning. Ask questions 
(don’t tell), 

➢ DON’T COMMIT ASSUMICIDE! Think Aloud, Model 
and Scaffold.

➢ Design your lessons using Chunk, Chew and Check.

➢ Use less strategies (and CCC technology) more 
deeply!

➢ Self Assessment IS EF/metacognition 

57

More to Come… 
April 22th

➢ Social Emotional

➢Mindsets

➢Mindfulness

➢ Sex!

YOUR HOMEWORK:  Catch yourself TELLING and practice ASKING

58
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Jack A. Naglieri, Ph.D.
www.jacknaglieri.com
jnaglieri@gmail.com

Kathleen M. Kryza, MA
www.kathleenkryza.com

kkryza@me.com

Please be in touch with us directly for information about additional 
presentations and consultations

STUDENT CHOICE VERIFICATION FORM
Non-Completion of Assignment

I,  ________________________________, have chosen not to 
participate in the following classroom CHEW activity:

Due Date:  _____________________________.

I understand that by making a fixed mindset choice, I will not be 
engaged in the learning process and thereby will not be building 
neural connections that can improve my learning. 
I understand that by making this choice I may be less prepared to 
handle the rigors of our competitive society.
I understand that by choosing not to do this CHEW activity I may 
be less likely to succeed in this course and in life. 

In signing this document, I acknowledge that I understand the 
consequences of choosing not to participate.

Student Signature:  _________________________ 

Date:  ___________

WWW.KATHLEENKRYZA.COM
Pg. 49
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